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Filter Distortion – Transition (Debut Album 2014) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
“Filter Distortion are an indie/rock electronica outfit playing a host 
of anthemic tracks that have a blend of Kraftwerk, New Order and 
Kasabian within them.”  Shaun McCoy, Liverpool Live. !
 Filter Distortion are pleased to announce their debut album 
“Transition”. Recorded using just 3 microphones, in a dark room, 
with no windows. The band finally emerged after locking 
themselves away for a whole year to produce, what they consider, 
their finest work.  
  
 Their debut LP includes the lead singles ‘Cameras in the 
Dark’ featuring Cheryl Anna as special guest vocalist and ‘Neon 
Nights’. With both having already received praise and enjoyed 
airplay on radio stations such as BBC Introducing Merseyside, 
Chester's Dee FM, 92.1FM Wirral Radio. ‘Cameras in the Dark’ 
was most recently selected as a 6Music Fresh Fave.  !
"Liverpool band Filter Distortion have been joined by vocalist 
Cheryl Anna for this brilliant new track, which showcases their 
knack for writing terrific electro pop songs full of catchy choruses. 
It had me tapping my feet and swaying back and forth, which led to 
a few worried comments from the family!" Jim Craigen - 6Music 
Fresh Faves !
 Transition was mastered with engineer and producer Daniel 
Woodward of Whitewood Recording Studio where such clients as 
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Ladytron, Outfit, Mugstar, Wombats and Warner Bros Records 
have worked. !
 “Truly wonderful!” Chris Currie (Wirral Radio) 
 “A great new Liverpool band!” Dave Monks (BBC Radio) !
 There is a definite electronic 80s feel about their debut 
album, but with a modern twist, driving guitars and live drums. 
  
 The band have already seen their music feature on CH4, 
LFC TV, BBC 6 Music and international radio. !
 Transition is set for release, vinyl only, Saturday 1st 
November 2014 available exclusively in Dig Vinyl on Bold Street, 
Liverpool and directly via Filter Distortion’s BandCamp page. The 
release will coincide with the launch event at Blade Factory, 
Liverpool (1st November) !!
filterdistortion.co.uk 
soundcloud.com/filterdistortion 
filterdistortion.bandcamp.com !
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